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Course Description
Researchers working in the laboratory environment and others working in and around laboratory buildings, 
rely on the proper operation of laboratory ventilation systems to protect them from exposure to potentially 
hazardous materials. The increasing complexity of the ventilation systems supporting the laboratory 
environments requires an understanding of the system components and controls, their operation, and 
methods for testing to validate performance and safety.

Testing and Maintenance of Airflow Systems & Controls is heavily focused on testing procedures, data collection 
and reporting. Knowing how well airflow systems and controls are performing is critical to continuous and 
proper operation. Participation in “real world” testing scenarios will help reinforce training material covered 
throughout this course. Note that “I2SL-100-01: Level 1 - Understanding of Laboratory Airflow Systems & 
Controls” is a prerequisit for this course.

Who Should Attend?
Facilities managers, maintenance personnel and operations engineers, Environmental Health and Safety 
personnel, and anyone responsible for the management, operation or maintenance of critical environment 
ventilation systems and exposure control devices.

COURSE TOPICS

• System testing and maintenance
• Laboratory environment test procedures
• Exposure control device test procedures
• Data collection and analysis
• Building Automation System (BAS) reports and alarms
• Management of Change
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Course Agenda
Top Down Testing & Maintenance

• TAB, commissioning and benchmarking
• Coordinating routine tests, maintenance and safety 

surveys

Test & Maintenance Procedures

• Systems testing and maintenance procedures
• Systems operating mode tests
• VAV control diagnostics and reporting

Laboratory Environment Tests

• Airflow measurements
• Ventilation effectiveness tests
• Data collection and analysis
• Diagnostics and reporting

Learning Activity - Lab & System Tests

• Compile system operating data
• Analyze and diagnose system issues
• Analyze and diagnose laboratory issues

Fume Hood & ECT Tests

• Airflow measurements
• VAV flow response and stability tests
• Monitor verification and calibration
• Airflow visualization tests
• Tracer gas containment tests

Learning Activity - Fume Hood & ECD Tests

• Compile operation and performance data
• Analyze and diagnose issues

BAS Monitoring & Analysis

• Utilizing the BAS to monitor system operation
• Establishing meaningful alarms
• Using trend reports and key perfomance indicators

Managing Change

• Recognizing different types of change
• Process for accommodating change
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Location

Fees

About 3Flow Training Center

3Flow Training Center
231-C East Johnson Street
Cary, NC 27513

• $725 per course for I2SL Members
• $875 for non-members
• 10% discount for multiple registrations from the same organization (same class)

Each attendee receives an I2SL certificate of attendance. Continuing education units (CEU) may be applicable 
to this course. Check with your certification organization, professional society or governmental licensing 
board for applicability.

Course administration and instruction is provided by the 3Flow Training Center. Providing fume hood testing, 
laboratory ventilation system optimization, management and maintenance training courses and programs 
for over twenty five years, 3Flow combines real-world application with classroom instruction to optimize the 
learning experience for attendees.


